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After Action Reports have become almost obligatory components of homeland security and emergency
management, almost on par with the actual policies and practices themselves.
While a practice firmly entrenched, Center for Homeland Defense and Security alumnus Jeff Kaliner questioned
whether such reports and “lessons learned” were actually changing behaviors in the field. He explored that question
in his CHDS master’s degree thesis, “When Will We Ever Learn? The After Action Review, Lessons Learned and the
Next Steps in Training and Education in the Homeland Security Enterprise in the 21st Century.”
Download the paper: “Will We Ever Learn? The After Action Review, Lessons Learned and the Next Steps in
Training and Educating the Homeland Security Enterprise for the 21ST Century”
“I was interested if and how we are learning in the homeland security enterprise,” said Kaliner, a Public Health
Emergency Preparedness Liaison with the Oregon State Public Health Department. “It seems to me we repeat a lot
of the same mistakes over and over. In other words, the lessons learned aren’t being learned very well.”
1) The thesis traces the history and effectiveness of After Action Reports (AAR), hot washes and lessons learned
conducted after exercises or catastrophic events. Academic literature verifying the value of post-event sessions was
scant, Kaliner noted.
“The problem becomes when we try and understand and learn from complex and chaotic events,” Kaliner observed.
He noted that these types of events are naturally unpredictable. “Pre-established plans and procedures will probably
not be helpful in these types of scenarios,” he said. “Most emergency managers will tell you one of the first things to
go out the window in a catastrophic event is the plan. We need to think about how we are going to learn on the fly.”
The paper sets forth methods and tools that could be incorporated during events and exercises that would allow
introspection and learning as incidents proceed. Many of these concepts draw from the work of David Snowden, a
Welsh academic who researched knowledge management, and his ideas regarding complexity, especially his
Cynefin sensemaking framework.
2) Kaliner’s research changed the way he viewed homeland security as it relates to systems theory and complexity.
Although the research question looked at how learning happens, he increasingly focused on how systems play a
role in that question.
Kaliner focusses on a systems approach to learning. Planning and training are effective in simple occurrences or
systems, but are less valuable when incidents move into the complex and chaotic realm, he said.
“Homeland security is basically a system of systems and what we do in one part of the system has repercussions in
another,” he said.
Just as the fire service pioneered the concept of Incident Command, Kaliner believes understanding the theory and
language of systems and complexity can help all response partners to understand and make better sense of the five
emergency management phases.
From his research, Kaliner identifies five frames of learning that take place before, during and after an event or an
emergency, what he calls the Emergency Learning Framework (ELF).
“These frames capture and compose the work of the homeland security enterprise and the ELF is what brings that
work into a coherent construct to make sense of and operationalize our day to day practice and activities as
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professionals,” he said.
3) After his 2013 CHDS graduation, Kaliner began applying his thesis as he helped state and local partners design
exercises, while also making about 15 thesis-related presentations to various groups across Oregon. He also
presented his research at the 2014 National Homeland Security Conference this May in Philadelphia.
“I encourage teams during exercises to stop after a major decision and identify the systemic feedback, to look at how
their decisions impact other agencies or systems,” Kaliner said.  “For example, during table top exercises, I now
encourage participants to stop the exercise after a major decision or communication has been made so as to
examine immediate systemic feedback in real time. We then see how this action might impact other players or
systems and try and track the intended or unintended consequences that might occur down the line. We do this to
get a real sense of how interdependent we all are in light of every action or decision we make.”
Ultimately, he stated that “Just because we think we may have ‘learned’ a lesson during one exercise or real event,
it may or may not be applicable to the next event because we will most likely be dealing with a unique and inherently
different complex system.”
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